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OUR ENVIRONMENTAL AND
CONSUMER CREDENTIALS
We consider ourselves to be an ethical based manufacturer whose
principles are founded on the reduction of our carbon footprint,
a responsible approach to both quality and the satisfaction of our
clients.
In meeting the former, we achieved national recognition via the
Green Apple Award, further reinforced by obtaining the ISO 14001
standard.
We have been a Corporate member of the KBSA for many years,
a body who pursue excellence within the consumer buying
experience, and also a member of the Bathroom Manufacturers
Association.

GREEN APPLE
ENVIRONMENTAL
AWARD
GOLD WINNER
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FSC
www.fsc.org

FSC C111732

The mark of
responsible forestry
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introducing eco
fitted furniture
eco bathrooms offer the widest or narrowest
range of highly attractive furniture designs to
make the most of your bathrooms.

fitted furniture features;
• 6 furniture designs in 12 colourways and with 7 cabinet finishes.
• Multiple variants, from super slim 150mm wide to 1200mm unit width.
• Exclusive and unique basin designs that maximise on their function and
are highly attractive.
• The purposely selected eco tap range supported by Abode brassware and
our own water saving Sensor Taps.
• An exclusive range of bathroom handles.
• Matching or contrasting work surfaces.
• An exclusive selection of composite worksurfaces.
• 4 depths of base cabinet, to maximise storage.
• Low level base cabinets for eco’s stylish vessel basins.
• Wall hung base units with decorative plinth option or chrome legs.
• Handleless push click opening or soft close doors with chrome handles.
• Rigid glue & dowel construction factory assembled.
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tempo
driftwood on kashmir
Largo basin available Left or Right handed.
Left handed shown.

Tempo Driftwood sits well on the gloss Kashmir
fitted cabinets with optional plinth.
The Largo basin with integrated top surface is
available handed to the left or right and fitted to
cover the required span of units.
Shown with the HA901 chrome Tongue Pull
Handle and matching Driftwood bath panel.
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White saponetta gloss doors on Gloss White
cabinets with the HA905, chrome barrel knob,
Taurus Sand Glossy laminate surface and standard
Lupi semi recess basin.
Space saving shallow depth cabinets & slimline
basin make more space available.
The Imago mirror with sensor switch operates the
Stik overlight.

cologne
gloss white
Cologne White Gloss on the W.C. cabinet
with Vulcan BTW pan & Combi Basin
storage cabinet with the HA906 handle,
Extase tap & Imago standard mirror, with
Star overlight.
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Slimline Rondi Basin with Desire tap.
Shown on Cologne Gloss Oyster, Ferrara Oak
cabinet with HA887 shaped ‘D’ pull handle.

cologne
gloss oyster
Oyster saponetta gloss doors on Gloss
Oyster cabinets, the HA906 chrome
138mm bow handle & Black Onyx
gloss laminate surface. Square Vessel
Sit-on basin with Debut tap.
The Imago mirror with sensor switch is
mixed with mirror cabinets and the Miro
overlights.
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urban
gloss black
Black Gloss slab style door on white
cabinets, HA902 chrome rectangular hook
handle and Welsh Slate gloss laminate
work surface. Standard Ceramic Semirecess basin with Debut tap.
Functional mirror cabinets create the look
of additional space.
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avola
grey brown
on kashmir
The fitted Avola Grey Brown doors on gloss
Kashmir cabinets with the Orsa Solo sit on
basin and Coffee Quartz laminate tops.
The HA937 Chrome Square D pull Handles
are shown.
The Slimline Over Basin cabinet meets the
personal storage needs.

Orsa Solo basin.
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urban
ferrara oak
Ferrara oak slab style door on co-ordinating
cabinets complimented by the Tuscan Granite
gloss laminate work surface, with Standard
Ceramic Semi recess basins & Varano taps.
For handle choices see pages 62 - 63.
Mirror cabinets with Star overlights and
storage tower feature.
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Completing the maximisation of available space the 500mm wide wallhung
storage cabinet with Combi basin, and the 500mm wide W.C. cabinet with
Vulcan BTW pan achieve the perfect fit into the smallest of spaces.

urban
hacienda black
Desire designer tap completes the picture.

Striking Urban Hacienda Blacks tactile
doors on the matching 500mm W.C. &
Combi Basin storage cabinet with HA901
handles plus Desire tap.
Features the Imago standard LED mirror
with Stik light and the Vulcan BTW pan.
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urban
lancaster oak
Urban Lancaster Oak slab style door with
co-ordinating cabinets & bath panels,
marries traditional timber effect with the
desire for clean lines in a compact space.
Featuring the Plano basin, Garda tap,
Co-ordinating mirror and slim Crystal
White worktop plus the HA904 handle.
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As an alternative units are shown without plinth.

sentia
ferrara oak
Ferrara oak shaker style doors on
co-ordinating cabinets with HA904
chrome square knobs & Ice White Gloss
laminate tops.
A mirror cabinet with Miro overlights
completes the picture.
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bardolino oak
on kashmir
Tempo Bardolino Oak on gloss Kashmir
cabinets with the rear fix HA1030 Chrome
Pull Handle, Brown Sahara Gloss laminate
worktop and Slim Ceramic basin.
Shallow depth cabinets maximise storage,
frees floor space adding visual appeal.
A slim Wall Hung mirror & boxed chrome
Nice light completes the set.

Slim Ceramic basin.
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sentia
gloss oyster
Sentia Oyster gloss Shaker style door on
co-ordinated cabinets with the HA902
chrome rectangular hook handle & Fossil
composite surface, with Oval Vessel sit on
basins. See dealer for an attractive eco tap.
His and hers, mirror cabinets are shown.
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sentia
lancaster oak
Sentia Lancaster Oak Shaker look door is
shown maximising on the available space
bringing warmth to the bathroom.
A standard ceramic Semi recess basin is
keyed with the Night Galaxy top Contura
60 LED mirror HA906 handles & Genesi
pan to give character to the bathroom.
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image
gloss oyster
Image Oyster high gloss door on the
1200mm basin cabinets in Oyster Gloss
with HA902 chrome handles.
Featuring the ORSA Doppio twin basin
with Zeal taps, 1200mm Wallhung mirror
& Star lights.
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Largo basin available Left or Right handed.
Right handed shown.

urban gloss elm
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Meet Urban Gloss Elm on gloss Kashmir cabinets and the
unique Largo, one piece basin and top available in right or left
handed format and fitted to suit your needs.
The HA870 Rectangular Chrome Gem handle adds the sparkle.
Fitted without plinth, the Vulcan wall hung pan and bath panel
are shown.
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image
gloss oyster
High gloss Image Oyster slab style doors
on Oyster Gloss cabinets with the HA904
chrome square knob handles.
For worktop choices see pages 64-65.
The Imago LED mirror with sensor switch
and Star overlights are shown.

Standard in line Slab Basin
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image
gloss oyster
A 450mm wide floor mounted Mini Vanity unit is shown in
glossy Image Oyster with the Slimline w/c, an alternative
solution for smaller areas.
The unit has the HA871 Chrome Gem Square Handle,
the toilet with Coper Stone acrylic surface and a narrow
Designer Mirror adds the final requirement.
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image
gloss tobacco
High gloss Image Tobacco slab style
doors on tobacco gloss cabinets with the
HA903 chrome 128mm ‘D’ pull handles.
Oval Vessel basin with long reach Fervour
tap, Galaxy composite surfaces and
featuring mirror storage cabinet with
Star overlights.
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Rondi standard semi recess basin with Como tap.

image
gloss white
Letterbox Handle

- with inset handles
Image Gloss White on gloss white
cabinets is shown here with the
“Letterbox” inset handle HA888,
to create a very different look.
Featuring also the new Rondi Standard
Basin with Varano tap.
The Letterbox handle is available on solid
door profiles.
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MINI CLOAKROOM basin & cabinet.
Left or right hand deep basin of the Mini Cloakroom unit.

Image Gloss Tobacco shows the new
MINI CLOAKROOM basin & cabinet
arrangement without compromising on
washing space.
The Garda cloakroom mono tap is
featured.

image
gloss tobacco

The Iceberg wallhung pan with new soft
close lid leaving the floor free of clutter.
Sunrise Galaxy top & HA886 handle with
slim wallhung mirror compliment the offer.
The Mini Cloak unit is available in all our
cabinet colours.
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image
gloss kashmir
Image Gloss Kashmir on Gloss Kashmir
cabinets shown here with the growing in
popularity HA887 chromed pull handle.
Also featuring two Plano basins, Debut
taps & Ice Stone 12mm worktop.
The best of all worlds with deep drawers
& tower unit creating an abundance of well
placed storage.
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reflections
metallica
Reflections Metallica high gloss glass effect door with
detailed edge on Gloss White basin storage cabinet
with HA909 chrome slab handle.
A stunning statement by a single unit or fully fitted,
featuring the The Combi Basin.

Combi space saver sit-on
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integra
gloss white
Integra Gloss White is simply the very
best of finger tip pull doors available.
This unique arrangement shows the
Orsa Doppio twin basin with Rapture
taps, wall hung mirror & Nice LED lights.
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Rondi standard semi recess basin with Bliss tap.

integra
gloss kashmir
Integra Gloss Kashmir with finger pull
doors are over lacquered five times to give
a gloss finish second to none.
Here we show the Rondi basin & Bliss tap
with a Contura mirror.
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The Combi unit with wallhung W.C.

the
combi unit
The combi unit answers the need for both
Pan & Basin in one unit to create the W.C.
solution in the smallest of spaces with all
pipework enclosed.
Add a shower cubicle to create the
neatest of en-suites, available in all
colourways with mix and match options.
Registered Design 4016148
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500mm min

Door

COMBI SPACE SAVER.
A UNIQUE SOLUTION TO THE
SMALLEST ROOM,
CLOAKROOM, UNDERSTAIRS.
EASY INSTALLATION.
MULTIPLE DOOR, TAP & PAN OPTIONS

combi
space saver
The dimensions shown are the minimum
sizes taken up by the Combi Unit & pan.
Services contained within the unit & ease
of installation are also fundamental to the
design, and lack of visible pipework which
adds to the visual appeal were all
considerations in creating a solution to
the smallest of spaces.
Registered Design 4016148
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the en-suite

The combi is available in the full range of
colourways and truly is the ultimate solution
in space, cost saving & water usage.

under the staircase
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Slimline Lupi Semi-recess Slab Basin

the
smallest room
Versatility is the key to maximise every
millimetre of available space.
By utilising the features of our bathroom
offer, using the 220mm deep base
cabinets, either wall mounted or floor
mounted, space is balanced perfectly.
Featured is the Slilmline Lupi Semi-recess
Slab Basin which has been specially
designed to work perfectly with slimline
base cabinets.
Making the most of available wall space,
wall mounted cabinets are used with the
optional mirrored fronted units. Adding
more light is the Imago mirror with Stik
overlight fitted.
Fitted perfectly to hand is our tissue roll
unit offering instant access with additional
storage below.
Completing the maximisation of available
space our dual flush Cistern which fits
perfectly within the slimline base cabinets.
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door selection
Price Group Two

Price Group One

Sentia

Sentia

Urban

Urban

Tempo

Tempo

Tempo

Image

Image

Image

Image

Ferrara Oak

Lancaster Oak

Ferrara Oak

Lancaster Oak

Driftwood

Grey Bardolino Oak

Avola Brown Grey

Gloss Tobacco

Gloss Kashmir

Gloss White

Gloss Oyster

(all of the above become price group 2 on a gloss cabinet)

Price Group Three

Price Group Two

Cologne

Cologne

Urban

Urban

Urban

Sentia

Reflections

Integra

Integra

Gloss White

Gloss Oyster

Gloss Black

Hacienda Black

Gloss Elm

Gloss Oyster

Gloss Metallica

Gloss White

Gloss Kashmir

eco bathrooms cabinet options

*Letterbox Other options available, suitable for all finishes excluding Sentia range, or narrow 150mm width doors.

Cabinet Colour Suggestions

Gloss White

Ferrara Oak

Hacienda Black

Gloss Oyster

Gloss Tobacco

Lancaster Oak

Gloss Kashmir

Cabinets are available in the following finishes:
Gloss White exterior/Matt White Interior. Ferrara Oak. Hacienda Black exterior/Matt black interior. Gloss Oyster exterior/Matt Oyster Interior.
Gloss Kashmir exterior/Matt White Interior Gloss Tobacco exterior/Matt Tobacco Interior. Lancaster Oak.

Image

Urban

(PG3)

(PG2)

(PG2)

Cabinet Prices are inclusive of handles from the selection on pages 6 & 7 or push clic opening, *Letterbox handle is at extra cost and not available for Sentia finishes.
Letterbox handle can only be supplied in position shown.
Gem handles have a supplement see below.
Price group 1 fascias become price group 2 if used on gloss cabinets. Base cabinets are designed to be wall mounted.
Legs & plinth are an optional extra and should be ordered separately.
Important - Please ensure door handing has been specified when placing your order.
All the eco knobs featured have been chosen to create a bathroom as individual as you are. Customers can choose from this selection of handles with soft close
buffers or select instead to operate their door handlefree, with the push clic system. Either option is included in the price of the FITTED furniture range.
If another handle is chosen this will incur additional cost, please check prior to ordering.

Handles

Chrome Tongue Pull Handle
HA901

Reflections

Chrome Rectangular Hook Handle
HA902

Chrome 128mm Length ‘D’ Handle
HA903

Chrome Square Knob Handle
HA904

Chrome Slab Handle
HA909

Chrome Drop Knob Handle
HA910

Chrome Pyramid handle
HA886

Chrome Shaped 110mm Length
‘D’ Handle HA887

Chrome Barrel Knob Handle
HA905

Chrome 138mm Length
Bow Handle HA906

HA1030 is rear fixing.

HA1030
Chrome Wave Handle
HA908
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Chrome Curved Square
Pull 50mm
HA912

Chrome Open D Pull
72mm Length
HA825

Chrome Square D Pull
HA937 136mm Length

*Chrome Letterbox HA888
Handle at extra cost
£8 per door.
Fits 200mm & above width doors.

Chrome Gem Rectangular 50mm
Handle at extra cost £5 per door.
HA870

Chrome Gem Square 28mm
Handle at extra cost £10 per door.
HA871

Chrome Gem Triple Square 92mm
Handle at extra cost £20 per door.
HA872

Chrome Pull Handle.
HA1030 32mm Length.
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worktops
Solid Surface Composite Worktops 12mm & 25mm thick

Laminate Worktops

All our solid surface worktops are made from an acrylic composite material which is impact resistant and also repellent to water, offering
the ultimate surface for your bathroom. Solid surface worktops are available in 6 colourways in a semi-matt finish and have been chosen
to compliment the eco range.

All our laminated worktops are made from high grade laminated material which utilises the most up to date technology in their
construction. Laminated surface worktops are available in 7 gloss and 2 semi-matt finish with roll fronted edge and have been
chosen to compliment all door finishes.

Biscuit

Ice Stone

Galaxy

Ice White Gloss

Welsh Slate Gloss

Taurus Sand Gloss

Fossil

Crystal White

Copperstone

Brown Sahara Gloss

Black Onyx Gloss

Tuscan Granite Gloss

Ferrara Oak

Coffee Quartz Gloss

Hacienda Black

Sparkling Laminate Worktops

All our sparkling laminated worktops are made from a unique high quality laminated material which utilises the most up to date technology to
create its finish. Sparkling surface worktops are available in 6 colourways in a gloss finish with roll fronted edge and have been chosen
specifically to bring quality and zest to your bathroom.

• Hardwearing, easy to clean and maintain
• Fabricated from recycled timber or
managed forest sources
Black Sparkle Gloss

White Sparkle Gloss

Luxor Black Gloss

• Suitable for fabricating and ease of
installation
• Front edge drip seal and rear edge sealed

Tawny Krystal
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Night Galaxy

Sunrise Galaxy
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basins

Rondi standard semi recess

Rondi slimline semi recess

Standard lupi semi-recess

Slimline lupi semi-recess

Trevi 64/74

Plano 64/74

Plano 94

ew

N

Plano 73

Standard in-line slab basin

Mini cloakroom

Combi space saver sit-on

Plano 75

Plano 95

Ceramic Cover 75/95 Basin

ew

N

Slimline ceramic
semi-recess

Standard ceramic
semi-recess

1200mm Orsa doppio sit-on

600mm Orsa solo sit-on

Volpi 75

Volpi 95

Vetro Delta 75/95 Glass Basin

ew

ew

N

N

N

ew

Largo combined basin & worktop.
Right hand shown.
66

Largo combined basin & worktop.
Left hand shown.

Round vessel sit-on

Oval vessel sit-on

Zen 65/75/95

Zen 125D
67

taps

Rapture

Debut

Varano
Mini Basin
Monobloc Mixer
Chrome

Basin Monobloc
Mixer
Chrome

Tall Basin
Monobloc Mixer
Chrome

Midi Basin
Monobloc Mixer
Chrome

Bliss

Basin Monobloc
Mixer
Chrome

Extase
Cloakroom Mono
Basin Tap Chrome

Mini Basin
Monobloc Mixer
Chrome

Basin Monobloc
Mixer
Chrome

Basin Mixer
Chrome

Tall Basin
Mixer
Chrome

Basin Monobloc
Mixer
Chrome

Mono Basin Tap Chrome
with pop-up waste

Freestanding Mono
Basin Tap Chrome

Bath Filler Tap
Chrome

Bath Shower Mixer
Tap Chrome

Garda

Zeal
Mono Basin Tap
Chrome with
pop-up waste

Cloakroom Mono
Basin Tap Chrome

Mini Basin
Monobloc Mixer
Chrome

Basin Monobloc
Mixer
Chrome

Basin Mixer
Chrome

Freestanding Mono
Basin Tap Chrome

Bath Filler Tap
Chrome

Bath Shower Mixer
Tap Chrome

Como

eco Sensor Taps
Electroflo Electronic Taps
Curve Sensor

Rapport

Curve Sensor
Chrome Tap
Mini Basin
Monobloc Mixer
Chrome

Basin Monobloc
Mixer
Chrome

Desire

HA780
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Basin Monobloc
Mixer
Chrome

Basin Mixer
Chrome

Contemporary Sensor

Contemporary Sensor
Chrome Tap Waste
Chrome

Mono Basin Tap Chrome
with pop-up waste

Bath Filler Tap
Chrome

Bath Shower Mixer Tap
Chrome

Tall Basin Monobloc Mixer
Chrome

Cascata

Tall Basin Monobloc
Mixer
Chrome

Mono Basin Tap
Chrome with pop
clicker waste

Freestanding
Mono Basin Tap
Chrome

Bath Filler Tap
Chrome

Bath Shower Mixer
Tap Chrome
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w. c. pans

Iceberg Wallhung Pan
Iceberg BTW Pan

Genesi BTW Pan

Genesi Wallhung Pan

Vulcan Wallhung Pan
Vulcan BTW Pan

Vulcan Close Coupled Pan
70
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accessories mirrors
N
ew

Slim Over Basin Universal
Mirror Cabinet

Contura 60

Contura 90

New Imago 60 LED

New Imago 60

New Imago tall 60 LED

Designer mirror

Wallhung mirror

Standard height mirror wall cabinets

Emiled LED

Narrow illuminated mirror

Additional Linea

Linea LED

Metro LED

Co-ordinated mirror

lighting

Miro

72

Plinth Lights

Stik

Cigno LED

Nice light

Star LED

Oasi LED
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modular furniture

introducing eco
modular furniture
modular furniture features;

So Why Modular.

• 5 furniture designs in 11 colourways, from high gloss to heavy tactlie textures
on 7 colours of cabinet.

Simplicity in design is often more difficult to
achieve and the devil is very much in the detail
of balance and visual stimuli.

• Carefully designed units whose proportions and placement are carefully
thought out.
• Handles chosen to further enhance your style.
• Matching or contrasting worktops extending your individuality.
• Basin drawer space maximised & incorporates non slip drip mats.
• Wall hanging adds to the personalisation of your life.
• Unique basin design and high quality tap selection to reinforce your difference.
• Comprehensive yet specific accessories includes exclusive mirrors and lighting.
• Robust construction made specifically to order, hand finished through to
inspection before despatch.
• High specification materials from suppliers who meet the highest European
standards and match our ethical code.
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modular
furniture

urban
hacienda
black
Urban Hacienda Black on matching cabinets sit
well with the large Oval Chrome Pull Handles
HA923 and 900mm Ceramic Cover basin.
Giving continuity is the Co-Ordinated Mirror
in Hacienda Black with glass shelf, has a
choice of lights, shown is the Emiled over light.

Ceramic Cover basin
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Shaped drawer maximises space, includes vanity organiser
insert & non slip mats.

modular
furniture
Wallhung Mirror, safety backed with
concealed fittings with space to
accommodate overlights.

urban
gloss black
Urban Gloss Black doors on Tobacco
gloss wall hung double drawer cabinets
with chrome bar pull handles, the stylish

Star LED overlight in chrome finish

but deep VOLPI basin, the Designer mirror
and the additional store everything Tower
unit with glass shelves and depth options.
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modular
furniture

urban
hacienda
black
Urban Hacienda Black with matching cabinet and HA925
Chrome Pull Handle has been chosen to present the stunning
scoop shaped Vetro Delta glass basin, fitted with swivel waste.
The winning combination is shown with the Contura 90 mirror
with its chrome finished border.

Vetro Delta glass basin
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modular
furniture

urban
driftwood
Urban Driftwood on black gloss cabinets
brings a new dimension to the eco range.
Combining striking wood effect with the gloss
cabinets, 12mm Copperstone top and Plano
basin & Cascata tap deliver style and harmony
to enable co-ordination.

Plano 94 basin
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modular
furniture

urban
hacienda
black
The heavily textured Urban
Hacienda Black door on
matching cabinets shows
both the elegant proportions
of the slimline WC cabinet
with sensor activation, the
Vulcan Wallhung pan and the
single deep drawer basin
unit with Plano 74 slim basin
& Contemporary Sensor Tap.
The Black Rainbow Glass
Curve Sensor Chrome Tap

Cigno LED

splashback, Wallhung mirror
& Cigno LED light assist to
create this stylish look.
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Image Gloss White

Image Gloss White doors on Avola cabinets with the chrome bar pull handle.
The Oval vessel basin sits on an Ice White Gloss worktop.

modular
furniture

tempo
avola
Tempo Avola on co-ordinating cabinets,
the HA805 chrome square drop handle
& Ice White gloss laminate worksurface
complemented by the White Rainbow
Glass splashback, oval vessel sit-on basin
with the tall short reach Desire tap & the
LED Contura 90cm mirror with touch
switch.
86
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The short projection drawer unit is inclusive of vanity
organiser insert & non slip mats.

modular
furniture

image
gloss oyster
Image Gloss Oyster on the Avola shallow
depth cabinets shows the flexibility of the
modular range, enabling it to be used in
the more compact bathroom.
The deep Plano 74 basin, Varano tap,
Iceberg pan & Tawny Krystal worktop
bring a lighter touch in decor.
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Zeal Mixer Tap

HA920

HA919

HA922
HA921
Chrome Bar Pull Handles

modular
furniture

image
gloss tobacco
Image Gloss Tobacco on co-ordinated
double drawer gloss basin cabinets,
features the chrome bar handle, deep
VOLPI basin with Zeal mixer tap &
Designer mirror.
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modular
furniture

image
gloss oyster
Gloss Image Oyster on gloss Oyster cabinets with
HA826 the large Chrome Open D Pull Handle and
new Zen 65 swept basin.
The full depth wall hung 2 drawer cabinet with
internal fitment stores all needs whilst the Zen
basin gives ample working surface.
The Image Tall 60 LED mirror with sweep sensor
switch is combined with the Star light.

Zen 65 swept basin
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Volpi Basin

HA781

HA780

Centered & Offset Polished Chrome Pull Handles

modular
furniture

image
gloss white
Image Gloss White offers a glass like finish
on co-ordinating White Gloss cabinets,
the HA870 chrome offset handles, Volpi
basin accompanied by the Luxor Black
laminate worksurface plus splashback.
The Mirror cabinet features the exclusive
Star overlight.
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modular
furniture

image
gloss
kashmir
Image Gloss Kashmir on
co-ordinating cabinets, the
HA940 pull handle in chrome,
Plano basin & the new Zeal
tap shown with drawers &
midi storage unit, define style.
Add the co-ordinated Mirror
with Metro light to complete
the picture.

Includes the Vanity organiser insert.
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Combi Space Saver Basin

Contura 60 mirror with touch switch,
1 frosted horizontal window with LED
lights.

The Combi

Vulcan BTW pan

modular
furniture

image
gloss white
Image Gloss White shown here on the
co-ordinated Combi Space Saver W.C.
cabinet.
Designed to fit in the smallest of spaces
but equally happy in a streamlined
en-suite, offers full facilities and is
available in all of the colours within eco.
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modular furniture

image gloss kashmir
with pull handles
Image Gloss Kashmir on gloss Kashmir
cabinetry with chrome HA1030 - HA1033 rear fix Pull Handles.
The Zeal tap sits on a Plano basin above the 900mm
single drawer unit option with adjacent midi storage
units and a Co-ordinated Mirror with single shelf and Metro light.

100
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2 drawer option & Volpi 95 basin.

modular
furniture

reflections
metallica
Reflections Gloss Metallica offers a glass
like finish on Gloss Black cabinets, with
chrome bar pull handle, Plano 95 basin &
Zeal mixer tap with Black Rainbow glass
splashback, Wall hung mirror and the
exclusive Star overlight, Luxor black gloss
worktop above the W.C. unit which
features the Vulcan BTW pan.
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modular
furniture

integra
gloss white
Integra Gloss White is simply the very
best of finger tip pull doors available.
This arrangement shows the Volpi 95
basin with Rapture tap, wall hung mirror
& Nice LED light.
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modular
furniture

integra
gloss
kashmir
Integra Gloss Kashmir with finger
pull doors are over lacquered five
times to give a gloss finish second
to none.
Here we show the Volpi 75 basin &
Bliss tap with a Contura mirror.
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modular
furniture

integra
gloss white
Integra Gloss White on gloss White cabinets
with fingertip pull and the 1200mm wide
Zen 125D twin bowl basin accommodates
the ‘his n hers’ prerequisite, aided by
‘his n hers’ tower storage units
The robust 1200mm Wall Hung mirror and
Oasi over lights complete the set.
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Zen 125D twin bowl basin.
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modular
furniture

trevi

Trevi Kashmir
110
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Trevi Gloss White
Single drawer basin unit with
Zeal tap plus two drawer unit.
HA923 handle,
12mm composite Galaxy worktop.
Trevi co-ordinated mirror
with Emiled light.
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Single Drawer.
Trevi single drawer basin unit with Zeal tap.

modular
furniture
Gloss White

trevi
Trevi finishes & profile delivers
looks and style.
With curved edge fascias that
are 25mm thick.

Kashmir

Function matched with form,
a soft & hard edge to design
your dream bathroom.

Hacienda Black

Gloss Elm

Pecan Black Brown

114

2 drawer base unit

Co-ordinated Mirror.
Trevi co-ordinated
mirror plus glass shelf
& Emiled light.
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modular
furniture

trevi

The Trevi range of units creates the
maximum of storage space.
Clever design ensures that the
minimum of space is given over
to water & waste functions.

Trevi Gloss White
116

Trevi floor mounted basin cabinet with Rapture tap.
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Vulcan pan & BTW unit with cast marble
worktop.

Trevi Hacienda Black

The Trevi basin also delivers a deep trough
for water, minimising splash.

modular
furniture

trevi

Single drawer basin unit with
Rapport tap HA925 & HA926
handles plus twin tower storage,
co-ordinated mirror & Metro light.
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Trevi Pecan Black Brown
2 door basin unit & Debut Tap with
HA912 handle, Trevi co-ordinated
mirror & Star light.

Trevi Gloss Elm

Trevi Gloss White
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2 drawer basin unit & Desire Tap
HA825 & HA826 handles,
Trevi co-ordinated mirror with Nice light.

Trevi Gloss White single drawer basin unit &
Zeal tap with HA780 handle, Trevi co-ordinated
mirror plus glass shelf & Nice light. 121

modular furniture

Modular Fascia options

3 - Reflections

1 - Tempo

2 - Image

2 - Image

2 - Urban

2 - Urban

2 - Urban

2 - Image

2 - Image

Avola

Gloss White

Gloss Tobacco

Gloss Black

Hacienda Black

Driftwood

Gloss Oyster

Gloss Kashmir

Cabinet options

door selection

Gloss Metallica

3 - Integra

3 - Integra

Gloss White

Gloss Kashmir

Trevi Fascia options

Cabinet Colour Suggestions

Gloss White

Avola

Hacienda Black

Gloss Black

Gloss Tobacco

Gloss Oyster

Cabinets are available in the following finishes:
Gloss White exterior/matt interior. Avola matt exterior/matt interior. Hacienda matt exterior/matt black interior
Gloss Black exterior/matt interior. Gloss Tobacco exterior/matt interior Gloss Oyster/matt interior.
Gloss Kashmir exterior/matt white interior.

handles

Gloss Kashmir

4 - Trevi

4 - Trevi

4 - Trevi

4 - Trevi

Gloss White

Hacienda Black

Gloss Kashmir

Gloss Elm

Pecan Black Brown

Hacienda Black

Gloss Kashmir

Gloss Kashmir

Gloss Black

Cabinet options

Gloss White

All the eco modular handles featured above have been chosen to create a bathroom as individual as you are, customers can choose from this
selection of handles with soft close buffers or select instead to operate their doors, handlefree, with the push clic system available on doored units
only. Either option is included in the price of the MODULAR furniture range.
If another handle is chosen this will incur additional cost, please check prior to ordering.

For Trevi Only: Cabinets are available in the following finishes:
Gloss White exterior/matt White interior. Hacienda Black matt exterior/matt black interior. Gloss Kashmir exterior/matt White interior.
Gloss Black exterior/matt interior.

HA922
HA921

Not Trevi.

Chrome Bar Pull Handle
HA919 530mm Length HA920 *628mm Length,
HA921 *828mm Length, HA922 188mm Length
* Handles HA920 & HA921 not for use on Trevi range.

HA781

Chrome Oval Pull Handle
HA923 335mm Length, HA924 173mm Length

HA826

HA780
Chrome Centered Polished Pull Handle
Centre Pull HA780 250mm Length,
Offset Pull HA781 250mm Length

Chrome Open D Pull
HA826 200mm Length,
HA825 72mm Length

HA1031
HA926

HA924
Chrome Curved Square Pull 50mm
HA912

ew

HA925

HA923

HA1030 - HA1033
are rear fixing.

N

HA1030

HA920

HA919
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4 - Trevi

HA1032
HA1033

Chrome Pull Handles.
HA1030 32mm Length. HA1031 146mm Length.
HA1032 210mm Length. HA 1033 338mm Length.

Chrome Helix Pull Handle
HA925 360mm Length,
HA926 200mm Length

HA940

HA825

HA939
Chrome Square D Pull
HA940 286mm Length,
HA939 200mm Length

Chrome Square Knob
60mm square HA805

Chrome Gem Rectangular 50mm
Handle at extra cost £5 per door.
HA870

Chrome Gem Square 28mm
Handle at extra cost £10 per door.
HA871

Chrome Gem Triple Square 92mm
Handle at extra cost £20 per door.
HA872
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modular furniture
Composite Worktops, in Modular Sizes 12mm & 25mm Thick

worktops

backsplash

All our solid surface worktops are made from an acrylic composite material which is impact resistant and also repellent
to water, offering the ultimate surface for your bathroom. Solid surface worktops are available in 6 hardwearing
colourways in a semi-matt finish and have been chosen to compliment the eco range.

Black rainbow glass backsplash

Crystal White

Fossil

Ice Stone

Biscuit

White rainbow glass backsplash

Galaxy

Copperstone

Light Core Laminate Worktops, in Modular Sizes 50mm Thick
(Pre edged front and two sides)

All our laminated worktops are made from high grade laminated material which utilises the most up to date
technology in their construction. Laminated surface worktops are available in 2 gloss finishes with square
fronted edge and have been chosen to compliment all door finishes.

Guarantee - Domestic use only.
Eco bathroom furniture carries a 5 year guarantee, from the date of purchase, covering failure through defects in design and manufacture
and material failure, during domestic use. It is essential that products have been installed to the instruction guidelines, and maintained in
accordance the care requirements.
We undertake to repair or replace at our discretion. Liability does not cover consequential loss or damage, refitting or redress for same.
Installation.
The guidelines should be followed, all edges should be fully sealed taking special care with work surface joints and edges, around basins
and especially bath panels. Hung units must be secured using adequate fixings, the working load of the internal hanging brackets are
shown in the instructions.
Maintenance & After care.
Water spillage, heavy condensation & cleaning with chemicals should be avoided. Clear up any spillage and wipe dry any excess moisture.
Ensure adequate ventilation has been created thus minimizing the effects of condensation.
Surfaces should be cleaned with a damp cloth, mild solution of liquid soap in water and polished with a dry cloth.
Do not use abrasive cleaners, solvents or furniture polish.
Copyright License: Copyright and intellectual property rights are maintained by the company and reproduction of any part of eco bathrooms
artwork, photography, logo or price list, may not be reproduced in any form without the written permission of the company.
Colour reproduction: Colour reproduction in all publicity is dependent upon the photographic and printing processes available.
We recommend that an actual sample is viewed to ensure close matches are acceptable.
E & O E. 2014 In our continued process of product development we retain the right to alter and amend materials and specification without
prior notice.
See terms and conditions of sale.

Ice White Gloss
Gloss White Edging
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Luxor Black Gloss
Gloss Black Edging
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eco bathrooms
eco bathrooms are part of the JJOplc group of companies.
In our product portfolio we have other outstanding ranges of furniture offering
superior quality and design which are all manufactured in the UK.
To find out more about these brands please visit:

www.jjoplc.com or info@jjoplc.com

GREEN APPLE
ENVIRONMENTAL
AWARD
GOLD WINNER
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FSC
www.fsc.org

FSC C111732

The mark of
responsible forestry
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